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Research questions & contributions 

• Studying the effects of changes in the minimum 
wage policy during 2002 – 2013 by looking at the 
temporal dynamics of minimum wage introduction 
• Outcomes: employment & wage distribution 

• Applying the Recentered Influenced Function (RIF) 
regression framework 
• Help to capture heterogenous provincial-level wage 

distribution 

• Including geographic component of labor markets 
• Help to capture differences in the wage structure in 

Thailand 



Paper’s organization 

• Literature overview 

• The minimum wage system in Thailand 

• Data description 
• Wage inequality trends 
• Latest minimum wage bite and non-compliance 

• Impact of the minimum wage on employment 
• Level 
• Dynamic (with lags, with changes) 

• Impact on the earnings distribution 
• Heterogenous response of provincial distributions 
• Wage effects: minimum wage as a numeraire 

• Mechanisms of provincial labor markets 
• Robustness check 
• Theoretical interpretation of employment and wage effects 



Overview 

• Very thorough research 
• Cover almost all issues that might be related: 

• Varying provincial wage distributions >> RIF + 
geographic controls & multiway clustering method 

• Richness of robustness checks 

• Explore in different aspects: 

• Time periods: 2002 – 2013, 2011-2013 [2002-2011?] 

• Different types of earnings & sectors & firm sizes 

• Not just only after the change in the minimum wage, 
but also before the change to see anticipation 

• Focus on the employment effects on low-skilled 
workers, but also investigate on high-skilled workers 
as well, which show the opposite direction as 
expected 



Overall comments 

• 25 tables & 17 figures with Appendices A1 – A6, B & C are 
very detailed (great!), but a bit difficult in catching up 

• Some interpretations are mainly econometric or technical 
interpretations. There might be more explanations behind 
or more explicit policy implications 

• There might be some selection issues regarding 
sectors/wage vs. non-wage work 

 



Further discussions 

- How non-compliance affects the model estimation? 
 
 





Further discussions 

• With Bangkok and other six provinces started 300 baht 
first, do we need special treatment for these provinces? 
• There is robustness check for RIF/wage distribution analysis, but 

not sure about the employment model? 

• In the Dynamic employment model, including leads and 
lags, do we need to take care of possible error terms’ 
correlation? 

• The results show that Thai labor market seems to be 
flexible across sectors (non-agriculture and agriculture 
sectors). How about flexibility across provinces? How do 
labor movements across provinces affect provincial 
distribution/RIF-OLS regression model? Any effect from 
the provinces with special industrial zones (Chonburi, 
Rayong, etc.)? 

 



Further discussions 

• Any effects on other compensations/employment 
benefits? With increasing in minimum wage, employers 
might instead reduce some benefits, e.g., no housing or 
transportation benefits anymore 

• The effect of minimum wage on migrant workers? This 
would be another study. 

 


